Change history

Implementation guideline GTL
Changes from version 1.0 to version 1.1

Chapter 1:
- Supplementary note to new VDA directive 4994
- Change in the field of application: detailing the scope in contrast to Schaeffler product labels.

Chapter 2.1:
- Supplementing the minimum information on primary labels (for example, bags or the like)
- Change in the requirements for strapping with regards to load security

Chapter 3.2-3.4:
- Supplementing the request for information on the various label types (esp. more optional fields on single labels)

Chapter 3.5:
- With the introduction of the new Global DESADV D 07A format a complete overhaul of the requirements on EDI communication has been done

Chapter 4.3:
- Supplementing the request for information in the DMC (esp. more optional fields for single labels)
Changes from
version 1.1 to version 1.2

Chapter 1:
- Supplementary note to barcode specifications according to ISO/IEC 15415, 15416, 15417 und 16022

Chapter 2.1:
- Additional requirements for the physical application of the GTL to the handling unit
- Additional requirements for the application of the single GTL when using small boxes on a pallet

Chapter 3:
- More specific requirements for font sizes on the GTL as well as quality requirements for printing of the barcodes
- Enhanced description of the requirements for using the supplier field on the GTL

Chapter 3.1.1 and 3.1.2:
- More specific requirements for printing and not printing of lines and border lines

Chapter 4.2 and 4.3:
- Additional print requirements for the size and quiet zone of the barcodes and DMCs on the GTL
Changes from version 1.2 to version 1.3

Chapter 2.2:
- Additional reference to the packaging handbooks for additional specification for the attachment of the labels to the containers

Chapter 2.3:
- Additional requirements for the handling unit structure in case of a MASTER/MIXED label

Chapter 3.2-3.3:
- Additional requirements for the display of batch information on SINGLE- and MASTER-Label

Chapter 4.3:
- Additional requirements for the content of the DMC code by adding an additional data field for the "consumption date"